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INTRODUCTION: The One Issue Two Voices series 
presents a dialogue between two leading experts in 
their fields from Canada and the United States to 
discuss a policy area of importance to the two coun-
tries.  Through this dialogue, the Canada Institute 
seeks to identify areas of convergence and divergence 
and lay the groundwork for future policy recommen-
dations. In this report, Anita Anand and Steven L. 
Schwarcz assess the options for mitigating systemic 
financial risk in both Canada and the United States.  
The regulatory systems in the two countries provide 
a unique lens through which to explore systemic risk 
since the systems are broadly interconnected but also 
separated by a number of regulatory distinctions.  

The multiple failures that triggered the 2008 
global financial crisis changed the way businesses 
and governments view risk.  The Economist notes that 
financiers who believed that they had found a way to 
banish risk had instead “simply lost track of it.”1 Rather 
than breakdowns of individual institutions, systemic 
risk refers to the probability of breakdown of an entire 
system, and highlights the vulnerability that arises 
from the interdependence inherent within the global 
financial system.

The cascading dynamic that transformed individual 
failures into a global financial crisis has led policy 
makers to consider more closely the nature of systemic 
financial risk and to the consider various regulatory 
instruments and institutions to prevent a replay of the 
crisis. 

In his briefing, Schwarcz argues that financial 
institutions and financial markets can trigger and 
transmit financial risk that could lead to the collapse 
of the system. Regulation helps to protect investors 
against fraud, maintain competition and correct 
market failures. 

While recognizing the importance of regulation, 
Schwarcz concludes that recent attempts at regulating 
systemic financial risk such as the U.S. Dodd Frank 
Act fall short for a number of reasons, including that 

they focus on financial institutions, not financial 
markets, and are constrained by national jurisdictional 
boundaries. Complexity of financial markets is also an 
impediment to stabilization efforts, as is moral hazard, 
i.e. market participants engage in risky behavior 
because they don’t bear the full cost of that behavior.

In the Canadian context, Anand argues that while 
it is true that Canadian capital markets weathered 
the financial crisis better than their peers, there are a 
number of aspects of the Canadian system that can give 
rise to systemic instability. For instance, even though 
Canada’s regulatory framework helped to safeguard 
against contagion, certain risk sources augmented 
the scale of the crisis. In the case of Asset-Backed 
Commercial Paper, for example, issuers were exempt 
from certain disclosure and supervision requirements 
and ratings agencies approving the securities for 
distribution were unregulated.

Anand agrees with Schwarcz that consumer 
protection is not the central concern of the individuals 
supervising the system. Prudential regulators seek to 
limit risk taking by financial institutions and central 
banks seek to reduce risk system wide. Nevertheless, 
she argues, the effects of both central banking and 
prudential regulation are to ensure that consumers 
are protected. Anand raises the question of whether 
Canada needs an entity to provide comprehensive 
oversight of systemic risk and what changes to the 
status quo might be needed to ensure more effective 
supervision.  Anand also emphasizes the importance of 
coordination among regulators both within and across 
countries.

Finally, one of the most important areas of 
convergence between the two authors is the recognition 
that governance of financial institutions is different 
from that of a public corporation and that financial 
regulators have a duty to avoid risk taking that could 
systemically harm the public.
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Steven L. Schwarcz
MANAGING SYSTEMIC RISK: AN AMERICAN VIEW

Beginning in 2007, an unanticipated fall in American 
housing prices triggered a cascade of failures as mort-
gage borrowers defaulted on their loans and invest-
ment-grade securities backed by these mortgages were 
downgraded. When the U.S. government refused in 
2008 to step in with multi-billion-dollar loans to bail 
out Lehman Brothers—the fourth largest investment 
bank in the United States—Lehman’s bankruptcy 
caused the short-term commercial paper market to vir-
tually shut down, and banks and other financial insti-
tutions holding mortgage-backed securities had to write 
down their value even further. Lehman’s bankruptcy 
also caused many of the highly leveraged firms that had 
been doing business with Lehman—its counterpar-
ties—to appear risky, and in the panic that ensued, the 
fire sale of their assets exacerbated the overall fall in 
prices. 

These events had massive worldwide ramifications, 
in part due to finance’s increasingly global interconnec-
tions. In our borderless financial world, the international 
financial system can collapse like a row of dominos. In 
the years since, much has been written about systemic 
risk in the hope that an understanding of its causes and 
how best to curb it will prevent similar crises from hap-
pening again.

SOURCES OF SYSTEMIC RISK

There has been confusion about the sources of sys-
temic risk. Historically, economists and other scholars 
discussed it primarily in terms of banks. More recently, 
they have included other financial institutions in the 
discussion. This still-limited focus assumes that banks 
and other financial institutions are the primary source 
of corporate financing. However, the financial crisis 
revealed that businesses access much of their funding 
directly from capital markets without going through 
intermediary institutions—a process known as “disin-
termediation.”2 We now know that both financial insti-
tutions and financial markets can be triggers and also 
transmitters of systemic risk, leading to the potential 
collapse of the financial system. 

By systemic risk, I refer to an economic shock (such 
as a market or institutional failure) that triggers a) 
the failure of a chain of markets or institutions or b) 
a chain of significant losses to financial institutions. 
These failures result in increases in the cost of capital or 
decreases in its availability.  

REGULATING SYSTEMIC RISK 

Textbooks claim that perfect markets would never need 
external regulation, but history proves that markets, 
including financial markets, are not in themselves 
perfect. At times, government intervention is necessary. 
Regulation of systemic risk has traditionally focused 
on preventing bank failures. Banks are required to hold 
minimum levels of capital, for example, and the U.S. 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) serves 
to prevent bank runs by alleviating fears that banks will 
default on deposit accounts. Going forward, how else 
should systemic risk be regulated?  

These events had massive worldwide 
ramifications, in part due to finance’s 
increasingly global interconnections. 
In our borderless financial world, the 
international financial system can 
collapse like a row of dominos.
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In considering that question, it is important to keep 
in mind that regulation can be expensive. Government 
or government-delegated employees have to be hired 
to enforce the regulations. Regulation can sometimes 
produce unintended negative consequences—such 
as a reduction in the number of transactions and 
restraints on both innovation and the natural evolu-
tion of markets. In addition, regulation that protects 
against the results of risky behavior can motivate even 
more risk-taking, in the anticipation that government 
intervention or bailout loans will likely prop up failing 
companies. In contemplating more regulation, we have 
to ensure that its costs do not exceed its benefits.

Because systemic risk is a form of financial risk, one 
justification for its regulation is to maximize economic 
efficiency—to maintain competition, protect investors 
against fraud and other abuses, prevent externalities, 
and correct market failures. For that reason, the goal 
of U.S. securities laws (as of similar laws worldwide) 
is efficiency. In addition to risks within the financial 
system, however, systemic risk focuses on risks to the 
financial system. As such, the regulatory regime must 
aim to preserve both the efficiency and the stability of 
the financial system as a whole. 

We cannot depend on the private sector to preserve 
stability. Like a tragedy of the commons,3 individual 
market participants are motivated to protect them-
selves rather than the financial system. While the 
benefits of exploiting finite capital resources accrue 
to individual participants, the costs are distributed 
among many. Individuals have little incentive to limit 
their risk taking in order to reduce the systemic dan-
ger to other participants in the financial system. 

The Dodd-Frank Act
Amid the angst on how best to avoid another “Great 
Recession,” in July 2010 the Obama administra-
tion passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act4 (commonly known as Dodd-
Frank)—an enormous set of new laws designed to 
minimize financial risk through tight regulations on 
key financial institutions. All told, it represents the 
most drastic change in U.S. financial regulation since 
the Great Depression of the 1930s.

To list but a few of its provisions, the Dodd-Frank 
Act stipulates new ways to dissolve large, “systemi-
cally important” banks and other financial institutions 
(SIFIs) without the need for government bailouts, 
including requiring them to submit a “resolution plan” 
that sets out how, in the event of financial failure, they 
would wind down in a way that minimizes systemic 
impact. In addition, it attempts to improve disclosure, 
standardizes some derivatives transactions and requires 
them to be implemented through clearing houses, 
limits SIFIs’ ability to engage in “proprietary trading” 
(investing in securities for their own account),5 and 
requires SIFIs to establish risk committees to oversee 
risk management. It also requires SIFIs to be subject to 
a range of capital, leverage, and liquidity requirements 
and to undergo periodic “stress testing.” To address the 
asset-backed securities markets, Dodd-Frank mandates 
heightened reporting and disclosure requirements and 
also requires securitizers to retain a 5 percent minimum 
risk—the so-called “skin in the game.” And to protect 
consumers, the Act created the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (CFPB).  

Although many experts agree that Dodd-Frank has 
been a limited success, they also recognize that it has 
fallen short of the ideal. Opinions on the left and the 
right are sharply divided over its efficacy. Populists 
claim that nothing significant has been done to rein 
in Wall Street; conservatives remain intent on killing 
the law as an unwanted and market-distorting intru-
sion on free enterprise6 with the unintended effect of 
concentrating, rather than reducing, derivatives risk;7 
and moderates argue that, though flawed, the law has 
curbed abusive lending practices, improved the regula-

To be most effective, financial 
regulation must be situated within 
an analytical framework—one that 
realistically describes systemic risk and 
explains why free-market factors do 
not constrain it.
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tion of financial derivatives, increased transparency, 
and instituted an orderly procedure for liquidating fail-
ing financial institutions.8 

In my view, although Dodd-Frank represents limited 
progress in identifying and managing systemic risk, it is 
severely constrained by being, at least in part, a politi-
cal response to the financial crisis. To be most effective, 
financial regulation must be situated within an analyti-
cal framework—one that realistically describes systemic 
risk and explains why free-market factors do not con-
strain it.9 For example, although it is now apparent that 
both financial institutions and financial markets can be 
triggers and transmitters of systemic risk, Dodd-Frank 
primarily focuses on financial institutions, largely 
ignoring financial markets. And even in that limited 
context, Dodd-Frank (unwisely, as I’ll discuss) restricts 
the Federal Reserve’s power to make emergency loans 
to financial institutions. Dodd-Frank also barely begins 
to address how the U.S. regulatory framework should 
fit as part of a global financial regulatory framework.

Still, Dodd-Frank does have the potential ultimately 
to reach beyond political responses, once further study 
has been carried out. Most promising, the law has cre-
ated a nonpartisan Office of Financial Research as well 
as a Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC)—to 
find gaps in the regulations and to monitor and identify 
potential systemic threats.

OTHER REGULATORY APPROACHES

In the years since the financial crisis, many scholars and 
experts have written about a variety of regulatory ap-
proaches to help eliminate the risk of systemic collapse. 
They have often disagreed in their approach. I will now 
outline some of these suggestions briefly and comment 
on the likely results. 

Aligning Compensation
Compensation structures that provide incentives for 
corporate risk-taking have been targeted as a potential 
area for reform.10 The Dodd-Frank Act only partly ad-
dresses this problem. Because financial managers can 
work worldwide, addressing this problem will almost 
certainly require collective action that transcends 
national borders. 

Averting Panics 
Financial panics are often the triggers that set a chain 
of failures in motion—of which the financial crisis 
is but one example. But how can we actually pre-
vent panics when we cannot even anticipate all their 
causes? Moreover, investors are not consistently ratio-
nal: even when incipient panics are identified, they 
cannot always be averted easily.11 

Requiring Increased Disclosure 
Another regulatory approach is to require increased dis-
closure. Under U.S. securities laws, disclosing risks has 
traditionally been viewed as the primary mechanism 
for regulating financial markets. By reducing, if not 
eliminating, asymmetric information among market 
players, the argument goes, the risks are transparent to 
all. As mentioned, the Dodd-Frank Act itself focuses on 
improving disclosure.

In my view, greater disclosure will do little to prevent 
systemic risk.12 Individual market participants who fully 
understand that risk will be motivated to protect them-
selves, not the financial system as a whole. In the lead-up 
to the financial crisis, most of the risks about the com-
plex mortgage-backed securities were disclosed. Yet even 
the most sophisticated institutional investors purchased 
those securities without fully understanding them. Due 
to general complacency, the desire for quick profits and 
high yields, a tendency to follow the herd, and middle-
management conflicts of interest,13 they overrelied on 
private credit ratings. In this respect, the full disclosure 
misled regulators to believe that these investors under-
stood (and priced in) the risk they were taking. 

Imposing Limits on Financial Exposure 
In a highly interconnected financial system, the failure 
of one or two big institutions can create defaults large 
enough to destabilize other highly leveraged investors. 
Regulations requiring reduced leverage could lower the 
likelihood that an institution would fail and, simulta-
neously, reduce the risk that financial contagion would 
be transmitted between institutions. Such limits would 
also facilitate stability by reducing the likelihood that 
counterparties would fail. That in turn might make 
counterparties less likely to panic and rush to close out  
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their positions. In theory, this approach may sound 
promising, and indeed Dodd-Frank imposes a host of 
leverage and similar restrictions on SIFIs. The actual-
ity, however, can be more complex: some leverage is 
good—and it is impossible to standardize an optimal 
amount of leverage to suit every institution. 

Similarly, regulations limiting an institution’s right 
to make risky investments might reduce risk. However, 
it is questionable whether the government should 
paternalistically impose a blanket prohibition—such 
as Dodd-Frank’s so-called Volcker Rule14—to limit 
a sophisticated firm from exercising its own business 
judgment.

Limiting the Size of Financial Institutions
Institutions that believe they are “too big to fail” have 
been accused of engaging in excessively risky behavior, 
in the belief that the government will have no option 
but to bail them out. However, there is no clear proof 
of such behavior: the losses of huge institutions in the 
financial crisis can all be explained by other reasons. 

In my view, it would be unwise to arbitrarily limit 
the size of financial institutions. So long as they are 
manageable, institutions should have the freedom to 
expand domestically and internationally to the size 
where they can compete successfully.

Reducing Complexity
Complexity may well be the greatest challenge to the 
financial system in the 21st century. Complexity can 
not only undermine disclosure—some things may be 
just too complex to disclose cost effectively15—but also 
create a “mutual misinformation” problem: an origina-
tor of a financial product may misjudge the risk and, 
by retaining what it believes is acceptable risk when 
selling the product, mislead investors into believing 
the product is safer than it is. This problem sometimes 
occurred when underwriters, before the financial crisis, 
sold complex multilayered, leveraged mortgage-backed 
securities.

An obvious solution would be to require investments 
and other financial products to be more standardized. 
In that scenario, market participants could reduce the 
time they spend on due diligence. However, the overall 

economic impact of standardization is not clear. It may 
well interfere with the efficiencies firms try to achieve 
when, for example, they craft financial products to 
meet the needs of particular investors.

WHAT MORE NEEDS TO BE DONE

I believe that more needs to be done on at least two 
fronts to adequately regulate systemic risk. First, I will 
discuss the need for ex post regulation to stabilize parts 
of the financial system afflicted by systemic shocks. 
Second, I will discuss the need to realign corporate 
governance and societal interests to help address what I 
referred to as a type of tragedy of the commons.  

Ex Post Financial Regulation
The fundamental problem with systemic risk is that we 
do not yet, and may never, know how to prevent it. As 
a result, systemic shocks are inevitable. The regulation 
of systemic risk therefore should include the additional 
goal of protecting the financial system against the 
impact of those shocks. This could be done by stabiliz-
ing parts of the financial system afflicted by systemic 
shocks.16 

Because the complexities in the financial markets 
resemble those found in complex engineering systems, 
chaos theory, which is used to address engineering 
system complexity, can also inform financial system 
complexity. The most successful (complex) engineering 
systems are those in which the consequences of failures 
are limited. There are at least two ways that financial 
regulation could limit the consequences of systemic 
failures: by ensuring liquidity to systemically important 
firms and markets, and by requiring those firms and 
markets to be more internally robust.17

As already discussed, the extent to which regula-
tion should require systemically important firms to be 
more internally robust is unclear. Imposing leverage 
and other requirements for that purpose might even be 
economically counterproductive. Financial regulation 
could also help by ensuring liquidity to those firms. 
Traditionally that is done by a governmental central 
bank acting as a liquidity provider of “last resort.”18 The 
U.S. Federal Reserve Bank historically served as such 
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a liquidity provider to banks and other financial firms. 
The Dodd-Frank Act, however, restricted its power 
under §13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act to serve in that 
capacity, in order to limit moral hazard. I personally 
believe that restriction is the Dodd-Frank Act’s greatest 
mistake.  

A better way of limiting moral hazard would be 
to privatize at least part of any government-provided 
liquidity. For example, regulation could require system-
ically important firms to pay into a systemic risk fund 
designed for that purpose—which, in essence, is how 
banks pay for their FDIC deposit insurance. The pos-
sibility that systemically important firms will have to 
make additional contributions to the fund to replenish 
bailout monies should motivate those firms to monitor 
each other and help control each other’s risky behavior. 

In an era of disintermediation, it is also critical to 
focus on providing liquidity to critical capital markets 
as necessary to keep them functioning.19 A government-
sponsored market liquidity provider of last resort 
could act quickly to curb panic, stabilize markets, and 
provide a “floor” to how low the market would drop. It 
could even invest in securities at a deep discount from 
the market price and still make a profit, because over 

the long term it will likely be repaid. I have elsewhere 
explained in detail how such a liquidity provider could 
operate without creating moral hazard, including how 
its functions could be at least partly privatized.20 At the 
start of the financial crisis, providing liquidity to the 
failing mortgage-backed securities markets could have 
helped to raise the prices of these securities to levels 
that more closely reflected their real value, reducing 
investor panic.21 

Financial institutions and markets are global in 
their scope, so governments and international orga-
nizations such as the European Central Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund are increasingly con-
cerned that a systemic collapse in one country could 
affect markets and institutions in other countries. We 
should examine how ex post regulatory approaches 
might work in an international context to limit 
systemic risk. To what extent, for instance, should a 
market liquidity provider of last resort be universal, or 
should it be different for different countries? And, if 
regulation is done only on a national level, what is the 
potential, globally, for a regulatory race to the bottom?

President Barack Obama delivers remarks and signs the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act at the 
Ronald Reagan Building in Washington, July 21, 2010. (Official White House Photo by Lawrence Jackson)
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Realigning Corporate Governance 
and Societal Interests 
One of the fundamental reasons why the private sec-
tor does not adequately constrain systemic risk is that 
individual market participants have a fundamental 
misalignment with societal interests. As mentioned, 
market participants are motivated to protect themselves 
rather than the financial system because the benefits of 
exploiting finite capital resources accrue to individual 
participants whereas systemic costs are distributed 
among many. Managers—and even members of the 
Dodd-Frank-mandated risk committees22—generally 
view the expected value of corporate risk-taking from 
the standpoint of a firm’s investors, largely ignoring 
systemic externalities. How could regulation reduce 
that misalignment?23

Since the financial crisis, the control of excessive 
corporate risk-taking has focused primarily on prose-
cuting the big banks engaged in the risk-taking and on 

requiring SIFIs to establish internal risk committees.24 
But being managed by individuals, firms themselves are 
second-best targets of deterrence. Moreover, firm-level 
liability can inadvertently harm third parties, such 
as the prosecution of Arthur Andersen, which caused 
tens of thousands of employees to lose their jobs. And 
because the internal risk committees have not been 
specifically tasked with avoiding systemic risk, they are 
likely to control that risk indirectly at best. 

To help control systemic risk, I have argued that 
managers of systemically important firms should have 
not only their traditional corporate governance duty 
to investors but also a “public governance duty” to 
society—a duty not to engage in excessive risk-taking 
that could systemically harm the public. This refor-
mulation of corporate governance law raises a host of 
questions, including whether its costs would exceed its 
benefits, and I have elsewhere addressed these questions 
in detail.25

Traders on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange
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Since the 2008 financial crisis, regulators have been 
preoccupied with the notion of systemic risk in finan-
cial markets, believing that such risk could cause the 
markets they oversee to implode. At the same time, 
they have demonstrated an inability to develop and 
implement a comprehensive policy to address systemic 
risk. This inability is likely due not only to the ambi-
guity inherent in the term, “systemic risk,” but also 
to existing institutional structures which, because of 
their mandates, ultimately make it difficult to regu-
late risk across an entire economic system. These two 
considerations —defining systemic risk and developing 
appropriate institutional structures— are central to any 
discussion of systemic risk.

The term systemic risk inspires ambiguity, despite 
the volumes of academic writing in this area.2 While 
many agree that systemic risk refers to the intercon-
nectedness of financial institutions in such a way that 
the failure of one may lead to the failure of others, they 
disagree about specifics, including the extent to which 
the risk should be specified and whether the contem-
plated collapse relates to financial institutions only or 
to the entire economic system.3 This essay analyzes the 
term systemic risk, ultimately arguing that it has grown 
to refer not simply to the failure of financial institu-
tions but also to events that cause volatility in capital 
markets more generally. 

The essay is divided into three main sections, fol-
lowed by a brief conclusion. The first section, “What 
Is Systemic Risk?” focuses on issues relating to defini-

tion. It also examines the concept of “macroprudential 
regulation,” which, broadly speaking, is policy that 
seeks to mitigate systemic risk. The second, “Systemic 
Risk and the Canadian Financial System,” examines 
the asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) crisis 
and, in so doing, points to aspects of the Canadian 
economy that can give rise to systemic risk. The third 
section, “Regulating Systemic Risk,” discusses the pos-
sible policy responses to these issues, culminating in a 
discussion of the Canadian federal government’s new 
proposal for a cooperative regulatory authority. 

WHAT IS SYSTEMIC RISK?

Most commentators agree that there is no universally 
accepted definition of systemic risk.4 It comes as no 
surprise, then, that a primary criticism lodged against 
proponents of regulating systemic risk is that the term 
defies precise definition: “If we cannot define it, how 
can we regulate it?” An examination of the academic 
literature, as well as writings and speeches of policy 
makers during and following the financial market 
crisis, suggests that the term systemic risk has itself 
evolved over time. While originally conceived as the 
failure of one financial institution that in turn causes 
the domino-style failure of others, systemic risk now 
generally describes a possibility of financial meltdown 
that affects an entire economic system. 

Traditionally, the literature has focused on the 
concept of systemic risk in the financial sector alone, 
referring to a triggering event that causes a chain of 
negative economic consequences.5 Crockett explains 
this domino-style effect as follows: 

Anita Anand
REGULATING SYSTEMIC RISK IN CANADIAN FINANCIAL MARKETS

These two concepts—defining 
risk and developing appropriate 
institutional structures—are central 
to financial market regulation.
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For banks, this effect may occur if 
Bank A, for whatever reason, defaults 
on a loan, deposit, or other payment 
to Bank B, thereby producing a loss 
greater than B’s capital and forc-
ing it to default on payment to Bank 
C, thereby producing a loss greater 
than C’s capital, and so on down the 
chain.6 

Thus, the traditional definition of systemic risk 
relates specifically to financial institution failure 
brought on by defaults in contractual relationships 
between and among institutions.7 The risk of a domino 
effect is central to this conception of systemic risk,8 as 
is the risk of some triggering event that occasions the 
fall of the first domino.9 To give one example, these 
features are apparent in the definition of systemic risk 
adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada: 

[R]isks that occasion a ‘domino effect’ 
whereby the risk of default by one 
market participant will affect the 
ability of others to fulfill their legal 
obligations, setting off a chain of 
negative economic consequences that 
pervade an entire financial system.10  

Unfortunately, this traditional definition has several 
problematic ambiguities. For example, at what point 
must the “risk” crystallize in order to be referred to as 
“systemic”? Is evaluation of the risk possible only after 
the financial institution has failed (for example, by 
declaring bankruptcy)? If only one financial institu-
tion fails, and others survive because of government 
intervention, does systemic risk arise? What type of 
triggering event can cause systemic risk—only the fail-
ure of financial institutions to meet their contractual 
obligations? The traditional definition leaves all of these 
questions, and others, unanswered. 

These ambiguities have led John Taylor, a profes-
sor of economics at Stanford University, to develop 
a more structured definition. He highlights three 
components of any definition of systemic risk: the risk 
of a large triggering event; the risk of financial propa-
gation of such an event through the financial sector; 
and macroeconomic risk that the entire economy will 
be affected.11 The triggering event can arise from the 
failure of a financial institution, as described above; 
however, as Taylor explains, it may also arise from an 
exogenous shock—such as a terrorist attack (9/11) or 
a natural disaster—and the contracting of liquidity in 
the public sector.12 

While Taylor’s three-part definition of systemic 
risk leaves room for questions (for example, what is 
“financial propagation”?),13 at the very least it sug-
gests that the term can (and should) be interpreted 
more broadly to include risks that not only occasion 
the failure of financial institutions but also destabilize 
an entire economy.14 Along these lines, Kaufman and 
Scott explain that the term “refers to the risk or prob-
ability of breakdowns in an entire system, as opposed 
to breakdowns in individual parts or components, and 
is evidenced by co-movements (correlation) among 
most or all of the parts.”15 Similarly, Dijkman asserts 
that “systemic risk usually refers to financial shocks 
that are likely to be serious enough to damage the real 
economy.”16 Thus, a link is drawn between the financial 
markets and the “real economy,” that is, the economy 
concerned with producing and consuming goods and 
services as opposed to buying and selling financial 
products. 

Policy makers, it appears, have also adopted a more 
general understanding of systemic risk than merely 
the domino-style failure of financial institutions. For 
example, Bank of England governor Mark Carney 
refers to the “probability that the financial system 
is unable to support economic activity.”17 Similarly, 
former Federal Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke writes 
that the concept of systemic risk should be broadly 
defined18 to include “developments that threaten the 
stability of the financial system as a whole and conse-
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quently the broader economy, not just that of one or 
two institutions.”19 

Even with a broad understanding of “systemic risk” 
the question arises as to whether the existence of sys-
temic risk is discoverable ex ante (before the risk arises) 
or only ex post (after a breakdown in the financial 
system has made the risk evident). The development 
of policy relating to the mitigation of systemic risk 
depends on the ability to make predictions and deter-
mine whether those predictions are valid. There were 
moments before the crisis in the United States when 
regulators could have responded to systemic risk. For 
example, the former chair of the Commodity Futures 
and Trade Commission (CFTC), Brooksley Born, is 
widely acknowledged to have predicted the crisis in 
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives before the 2007 
financial market crash. Yet the U.S. Congress moved to 
enact legislation that prevented the CFTC from taking 
any pre-emptive regulatory action.20 

If we agree that systemic risk may in fact require 
regulation, then we move into the sphere of “macro-
prudential regulation,” a term that refers to a definite 
intention by regulators to respond to systemic risk 
(above and beyond merely identifying it). The Group 

of Thirty21 has declared that “macroprudential policy 
is concerned not only with systemic risk but also 
with developing the appropriate responses to those 
risks in order to strengthen the financial system and 
avoid similar crises in the future.”22 The focus is on 
“the interconnectedness of financial institutions and 
markets, common exposures to economic variables, 
and procyclical behaviors [that] can create risk.”23 The 
reforms contemplated below modify this concept by 
seeking to ensure that any regulatory response to crises 
takes account of common institutions and markets.

SYSTEMIC RISK AND THE 
CANADIAN FINANCIAL SYSTEM

Some commentators may have difficulty discussing 
systemic risk in the Canadian context—and not only 
because of the definitional issues associated with the 
concept. Canadian capital markets fared relatively 
well during the recent financial crisis, and it could 
be argued that systemic risk has not been an issue for 
Canadian regulators, especially given that, historically, 
the Bank of Canada has regulated at least the clearing 

Supreme Court of Canada, Wellington St, Ottawa
Photo courtesy of Robert Linsdell
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A common thread running through the legal mandates of all of these 
bodies—securities regulators, monitors of financial institutions, and 
central banks—is that the same consumer base is ultimately served 
under each regime.

and settlement process.24 However, there are aspects of 
the Canadian economy that can give rise to systemic 
instability—as, for example, with the asset-backed 
commercial paper (ABCP) crisis (discussed below). 

Many commentators rightly point to the efficacy of 
Canada’s regulatory framework in safeguarding against 
financial contagion.25 Nevertheless, a consensus seems 
to be emerging regarding certain sources of systemic 
risk, perhaps applicable in any jurisdiction, which 
augmented the scale of the financial crisis.26 These 
sources include regulatory capital requirements,27 credit 
ratings,28 derivatives trading, registration exemptions,29 
clearing and settlement systems,30 lending standards, 
and securitization.31 Conflicts of interest or other moral 
hazard problems are also endemic in Canada —par-
ticularly those associated with creditors (bank and non-
bank), rating agencies, monoline (specialized) insur-
ance policy providers, and distribution agents (dealers 
and investment advisors) — which may contribute to 
systemic risk. 

The importance of these factors became evident 
during Canada’s ABCP crisis.32 The collapse of the 
ABCP market involved “conduits”—trusts holding 
pools of assets that issue notes or commercial paper—
established and managed by sponsors (corporations, 
banks, or other third parties33 that provided standby 
liquidity to the conduits),34 while ratings agencies rated 
the ABCP, and investment dealers marketed and sold 
it to investors.35 Experts agree that the U.S. subprime 
mortgage crisis was the catalyst for the near collapse of 
Canada’s ABCP market,36 which was averted through 
restructuring pursuant to the Companies’ Creditors 
Arrangement Act37 under the guidance of Purdy 
Crawford.38 Had the $32 billion ABCP market col-
lapsed, the default would have propagated throughout 

our financial system. Thus we must ask, what aspects 
of the ABCP crisis gave rise to a near systemic collapse? 
Responding to this question may shed light on the 
value of regulating systemic risk after the crisis, an issue 
discussed in more detail in “Regulating Systemic Risk” 
below. 

ABCP was distributed almost exclusively in the 
exempt market,39 with little oversight relative to thatex-
ercised over issuers of securities (and their disclosure) in 
the public markets.40 That said, ABCP could be issued 
without prospectus-level disclosure,41 although some 
information did accompany the distribution of these 
securities: the distributing entities provided an infor-
mation memorandum, a legal opinion, and a report by 
the associated rating agency, which in all cases was the 
Dominion Bond Rating Service (DBRS). 

What factors gave rise to the ABCP crisis? First, 
ABCP issuers were exempt from securities law pro-
spectus requirements, which would have mandated a 
certain level of disclosure with respect to the notes or 
commercial paper being issued.42 Second, non-bank 
sponsors of ABCP issuers, for example Coventree 
Inc., were not subject to regulatory supervision in 
that capacity.43 Third, domestic and foreign banks, as 
well as non-bank financial institutions, also acted as 
liquidity providers to the ABCP conduits, providing 
them with standby lines of credit. Many such liquidity 
providers were not subject to capital requirements and 
were otherwise minimally regulated (if the provider 
was not a financial institution). Fourth, the conduct 
of rating agencies that approved the securities (in this 
case DBRS) was unregulated.44 Fifth, the risks borne 
by ABCP were passed on to the public by investment 
dealers and salespeople, who, while subject to “know 
your client” and “suitability” rules administered by 
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the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization 
of Canada (IIROC), were not subject to any explicit 
fiduciary duties.45

More broadly, the ABCP crisis demonstrates that 
various aspects of Canada’s financial system were 
poorly regulated. Regulatory authorities failed to act 
in a coordinated manner, which in turn allowed the 
ABCP crisis to evolve more quickly and to reach greater 
proportions than if regulators had worked together to 
forestall it.46 Thus, the diffusion of regulatory over-
sight (different bodies overseeing different aspects of 
the same market) reduced the ability of these bodies 
to appreciate the size and scope of the crisis and to act 
effectively ex ante to contain its effects.47 

In hindsight, the failure of regulators to oversee the 
ABCP market suggests that there were gaps in financial 
market regulation.  Hindsight tells us that crises in 
markets outside Canadian borders can have vast effects 
on similar markets inside Canadian borders: the ABCP 
market and its relation to the U.S. subprime crisis is a 
key example. It also tells us that coordination among 
regulatory bodies on an ongoing basis is likely to be 
beneficial.

REGULATING SYSTEMIC RISK

The traditional focus of prudential regulation has been 
to supervise financial institutions and, in particular, the 
soundness of their financial condition.48 By contrast, 
securities regulation has been concerned with investor 
protection and market efficiency.49 Managing systemic 
risk has not traditionally fallen squarely within the 
mandates of either of these regulators, though central 
banks have undertaken this task to some degree.50 
In particular, the Bank of Canada has held statutory 
responsibility since 1996 for overseeing and controlling 
systemic risk in the context of clearing and settlement 
systems.51 

A common thread running through the legal 
mandates of all of these bodies—securities regula-
tors, monitors of financial institutions, and central 
banks—is that the same consumer base is ultimately 
served under each regime.52 In all likelihood, however, 

central banks and prudential regulators would not 
view their mandate as one about consumer protec-
tion. Central banks seek to reduce risk in the financial 
system. Prudential regulators seek to supervise financial 
institutions, limit their risk-taking, and ensure that 
they meet capital requirements. But the effect of both 
central banking and prudential regulation is to ensure 
that consumers in our society are protected and, in the 
case of prudential regulators, that their funds are safely 
maintained. This understanding of the ultimate benefi-
ciaries of central banking and prudential regulation is 
fundamental to my argument here. But even once we 
accept this point—and in particular that the stability 
of the financial system and its institutions ultimately 
serves consumers —the question of who should have 
comprehensive oversight of systemic risk in financial 
markets remains open.

A first option is to retain the status quo. Under the 
passport system, established in 2003 by the Canadian 
Securities Administrators (CSA), if an issuer or invest-
ment dealer complies with the rules of one jurisdiction, 
it is deemed also to be in compliance with those of the 
other participating jurisdictions.53 The main problem 
with relying on the CSA to manage systemic risk is 
that, because of its non-mandatory nature, no true and 
timely national response can take place under its pur-
view; at any point, provinces can refuse to participate 
in an initiative. This gap may be why even those who 
object to a national securities regulator argue that the 
current system requires reform and that a pan-Cana-
dian body is preferable.54 

A second policy option, one ultimately chosen by the 
federal government, is to pass federal legislation rather 
than relying on the CSA. This option engages constitu-
tional considerations particular to Canadian federalism 
that are mostly beyond the scope of this essay.  In brief, 
however, securities law in Canada has historically been 
exclusively under provincial jurisdiction. The Supreme 
Court of Canada has recently rejected draft federal 
legislation designed to create a single pan-Canadian 
securities regulator that would address broader issues 
of systemic risk as well as more day-to-day matters of 
securities regulation.55 Nevertheless, the Court also 
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held that managing systemic risk and national data 
collection are areas within the federal government’s 
constitutional jurisdiction.56 The Court suggested a 
“cooperative approach” that “recognizes the essentially 
provincial nature of securities regulation while allow-
ing [the federal government] to deal with genuinely 
national concerns.”57

In response to the Securities Reference, the federal 
government and participating provinces have intro-
duced two pieces of draft legislation. The first is the 
provincial and territorial Capital Markets Act (CMA) 
and the second is the federal Capital Markets Stability 
Act (CMSA). These Acts would form the Capital 
Markets Regulatory Authority (CMRA) – a separate 
body with a specific mandate to focus on systemic 
risk and to ensure information sharing among exist-
ing regulators.58 This body would have legislative 
authority to oversee securities markets, especially in 
times of financial crisis. As a joint federal-provincial 
regulator, it would comprise provincial representa-
tives (likely from current securities commissions), and 
would seek counsel from the relevant institutions: 
the federal Department of Finance, the Office of the 
Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI), the 
Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Financial 
Consumer Agency of Canada (FCAC), and the Bank of 
Canada. The CMRA would be charged with assess-
ing systemic risks on a regular basis and discussing 
measures to mitigate those risks.59 In this context, 
systemic risk is defined as “a threat to the stability of 
Canada’s financial system that originates in, is trans-
mitted through or impairs capital markets and that has 
the potential to have a material adverse effect on the 
Canadian economy.”60

The powers in the proposed federal statute, includ-
ing the definition of “systemic risk,” are broad and the 
parameters of legitimate action by the regulatory body 
are undefined, at least to some extent. This ambigu-
ity is perhaps necessary given the amorphous nature 
of the concept. However, from a pragmatic stand-
point, questions arise: What constitutes a “threat” 
that “impairs capital markets” or that has “a material 
adverse effect on the Canadian economy”? Market 

participants will be struck by the lack of certainty and 
predictability inherent in the statute.61 The ambiguity 
was exacerbated by the proposed regulation of “sys-
temically important entities” (SIEs), including market 
infrastructure entities, credit rating organizations, and 
capital markets intermediaries. While this concept has 
been removed in the most recent iteration of the draft 
legislation, the concept of systemic risk is to be newly 
regulated in Canadian law, and the consequences of the 
proposed legislation are, without question, significant.

CONCLUSION

While the term systemic risk contains ambigui-
ties and has, in the past, been narrowly construed as 
pertaining solely to the successive failures of financial 
institutions in a domino-like fashion, the concept 
should be broadly interpreted to refer to the possibility 
of financial meltdown of an entire economic system. 
Developing a systemic risk policy requires research, 
institutional coordination, and legal input. As the 
world is certain to experience another financial crisis, it 
is imperative that such coordination among regulators 
occurs, both within and across countries.
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STEVEN L. SCHWARCZ RESPONDS TO ANITA ANAND

In responding to Professor Anand’s 
opinion essay from a U.S. regulatory 
standpoint, I will address each of the 
key topics she discussed.  

DEFINING SYSTEMIC RISK

Anand observes that there is “no universally accepted 
definition of systemic risk.” It’s not even clear, she also 
notes, when risk crystallizes in order to be called sys-
temic. I generally agree and would add that although 
panics are a common (though by no means exclusive) 
trigger of systemic risk, it is also not clear how to an-
ticipate or prevent panics.

An important consequence of these observations 
is that a risk or trigger that can’t be clearly defined or 
anticipated cannot be prevented. For this reason, Iman 
Anabtawi of UCLA and I have argued that systemic 
risk regulation should not only be ex ante preventa-
tive but also ex post ameliorative.1 Neither Canadian 
nor U.S. systemic risk regulation has yet risen to that 
challenge.

Notwithstanding Anand’s observation that there 
is no universally accepted definition of systemic risk, 
she observes that the Supreme Court of Canada has 
attempted to define it. In many ways the Supreme 
Court’s definition is broad, but I believe it fails in one 
critical respect. It focuses only on the possibility that 
“the risk of default by one market participant” will set 
off a domino-like financial collapse. 

As our financial system becomes more disintermedi-
ated—meaning that operating firms obtain financing 
not only from banks but also from financial markets—
a market problem can also be the trigger of a domino-

1  Iman Anabtawi and Steven L. Schwarcz, “Regulating Ex 
Post: How Law Can Address the Inevitability of Financial 
Failure,” Texas Law Review 92 (2013): 75–113.

like financial collapse.2 In fact, that is what occurred 
in the 2007–8 financial crisis when panic in the 
mortgage-backed securities (MBS) markets caused by 
declining housing prices was the primary trigger. The 
failure of Lehman Brothers, which the media some-
times identify as the cause of the crisis, was at most a 
secondary trigger. It was the MBS market panic that 
forced Lehman to devalue its huge stock of mortgage-
backed assets; that devaluation, in turn, made Lehman 
appear risky, spooking its counterparties into demand-
ing collateral that Lehman couldn’t offer. 

Canadian regulators should therefore broaden the 
court’s “systemic risk” definition (at least de facto, if 
not de jure) lest a major area of regulatory inquiry—
financial markets—be ignored. I acknowledge, though, 
that U.S. regulators have not yet fully embraced finan-
cial market regulation in thinking about preventing 
systemic risk. 

LESSONS OF CANADA’S ABCP CRISIS

Anand uses Canada’s asset-backed commercial paper 
(ABCP) crisis to illustrate “aspects of the Canadian 
economy that can give rise to systemic instability.” I 
next examine three of those aspects from a U.S. regula-
tory standpoint: securities registration, securities disclo-
sure, and lack of regulatory coordination. 

Securities Registration 
I am surprised that “registration exemptions” are iden-
tified as an aspect of systemic instability. Anand argues 
that the problem arose because ABCP “was distributed 
almost exclusively in the [securities law] exempt mar-
ket, with little oversight relative to” that of public secu-
rities offerings. As a result, investors in ABCP did not 

2 Steven L. Schwarcz, “Systemic Risk,” Georgetown Law 
Journal 97 (2008): 193–249; Steven L. Schwarcz, 
“Understanding the ‘Subprime’ Financial Crisis,” 60 South 
Carolina Law Review 60 (2009): 549–72. 
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fully understand the risks of what they were buying.
This argument is odd from an American perspec-

tive. ABCP is always exempt from registration under 
U.S. securities laws,3 yet no one believes that causes 
problems. There are, however, two possible reasons for 
a U.S.-Canadian distinction. 

The first reason is that, when ABCP conduits began 
to lose money and potentially fail, U.S.-based spon-
sors of those conduits generally chose, as a reputational 
matter (and without the legal obligation to do so), to 
bail them out. The resulting impact on those sponsors’ 
own financial conditions appeared to be acceptable. 
This example nonetheless provides a lesson about the 
risks of implicit sponsor guarantees, both in the United 
States and in Canada.   

The other possible reason for a U.S.-Canadian 
distinction pertains to the nature of the investors pur-
chasing ABCP. In the United States, ABCP—even if 
exempt from registration under §3(a)(3) and thus able 
to be publicly sold4—is purchased almost exclusively 
by sophisticated institutional investors. I was surprised 
to learn from Anand’s essay that Canadian inves-
tors in ABCP apparently included non-institutions. 
As Anand observes, that availability certainly raises 
questions whether “suitability” rules and more explicit 
underwriter fiduciary duties are needed to protect retail 
investors. 

If ABCP begins to be purchased in the United States 
by non-institutional investors, the United States may 
face the same problem as Canada—a cautionary lesson.

Securities Disclosure  
Another aspect of systemic instability in Canada is 

more broadly relevant: that disclosure may be insuf-
ficient for protecting investors in ABCP and other 
increasingly complex forms of disintermediated invest-
ing. Financial complexity has got to the point where 
even the most sophisticated institutional investors, 
with the fullest of disclosure, do not always understand 

3 In the United States, virtually all commercial paper is 
issued under the Securities Act of 1933: the §3(a)(3) 
“commercial paper” exemption or the §4(2) private placement 
exemption. Section 3(a)(3) exempt commercial paper can be 
publicly sold without registration.

4  See note 70.

what they are buying.5 Moreover, the underwriters 
themselves don’t always completely understand the 
risks. This lack creates not only a classic information 
asymmetry problem but also a mutual misinformation 
problem: that underwriter / sponsor belief in the safety 
of their product, and their willingness (and now legal 
requirement) to hold a portion of that risk in order 
to prevent moral hazard, can mislead investors into 
believing that the product is safer than it is.6 

Lack of Regulatory Coordination  
The third aspect of systemic instability in Canada 

is that Canadian regulatory authorities do not act in a 
coordinated manner. Regulatory incoordination used 
to be a major problem in the United States. As one 
of its positive results, the Dodd-Frank Act has better 
integrated regulatory coordination and directed the 
Financial Stability Oversight Council to study ongoing 
integration.

Anand notes that Canada’s regulation of systemic 
risk is partly on a province-by-province basis. U.S. sys-
temic risk regulation is almost entirely federal, with one 
exception: insurance regulation. In that context, Daniel 
Schwarcz of the University of Minnesota and I have 
argued that individual states are poor systemic risk 
regulators because, among other things, they won’t see 
the big picture.7 This same concern may be applicable 
to Canadian provincial regulation of systemic risk. 

5 See, for example, Steven L. Schwarcz, “Disclosure’s Failure 
in the Subprime Mortgage Crisis,” Utah Law Review 3 
(2008): 1109–22; Steven L. Schwarcz, “Rethinking the 
Disclosure Paradigm in a World of Complexity,” University 
of Illinois Law Review 2004: 1–38.

6 Steven L. Schwarcz, “Regulating Complexity in Financial 
Markets,” Washington University Law Review 87 (2009): 
211–68.

7 Daniel Schwarcz and Steven L. Schwarcz, “Regulating 
Systemic Risk in Insurance,” University of Chicago Law 
Review 81 (2014): 1569, 1627–29 (discussing this inability 
to see the big picture in the context of the “internalization 
principle”: that regulatory responsibilities should generally 
be assigned to the unit of government that best internal-
izes the full costs of the underlying regulated activity).
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2ANITA ANAND RESPONDS TO STEVEN L. SCHWARCZ

Professor Schwarcz’s essay suggests different approaches 
to the regulation of systemic risk in the United States 
and Canada, reflective perhaps of different finan-
cial markets and players in those markets. The U.S. 
financial market landscape comprises multiple financial 
institutions, whereas there are only five “Big Banks” in 
Canada. Furthermore, U.S. financial markets are rela-
tively deep. The U.S. fixed income market, for example, 
is 32 times the size of Canada’s fixed income market—
remarkable given that the U.S. population is but nine 
times the size of Canada’s. 

Schwarcz correctly argues that both financial 
institutions and financial markets can be “triggers and 
transmitters” of systemic risk, leading to the potential 
collapse of the financial system. This characterization 
might suggest an implosion of the financial system. But 
does the decline in financial markets give rise to sys-
temic risk? This argument bears similarity to the claim 
that volatility feeds more volatility, or that the under-
lying cause for the decline of financial markets is the 
financial markets themselves. The causes of systemic 
risk are largely unknowable before they occur, making 
systemic risk all the more difficult (if not impossible) to 
regulate ex ante, regardless of the jurisdiction in which 
such regulation occurs. 

Schwarcz also argues that because systemic risk is a 
form of financial risk, one justification for its regulation 
is to maximize economic efficiency. This characteriza-
tion of the objectives of financial market regulation 
potentially conflates the objectives of separate areas 
of regulation. For example, the securities regulatory 
mandate in both Canada and the United States is 
justified on the basis of furthering investor protec-
tion in the capital markets, while the primary goal of 
financial regulation is to determine whether financial 
institutions are in sound financial condition. Investor 
or consumer protection is not an explicit part of this 

latter mandate, though it may well be a by-product of 
effective regulation.

Canada lags behind the United States in terms of 
regulating systemic risk (which may not be negative). 
Unlike the United States, which has the Dodd-Frank 
Act in place, the comparable federal Canadian legisla-
tion, the Capital Markets Stability Act (CMSA), is in 
revised draft form only, awaiting debate and approval 
by Parliament. Although Schwarz is justifiably criti-
cal of the details of the Dodd-Frank Act, it is notable 
that the United States has specific legislation regarding 
systemic risk in place, something Canada does not.

Schwarcz rightly argues that the Dodd-Frank Act 
represents limited progress in identifying and manag-
ing systemic risk. Like the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and so 
many other pieces of legislation, the Dodd-Frank Act is 
a political response to the crisis. By contrast, the draft 
Canadian CMSA does not appear to be a knee-jerk 
response to the financial crisis. Canada has taken a 
more cautious approach to introducing legislation 
relating to systemic risk. For example, while the draft 
version of the CMSA was first released for public com-
ment in 2014, it has since been revised to address the 
concerns raised by stakeholders. The federal govern-
ment released a new draft for further public comment 
in May 2016.8 

In addition, Schwarcz contends that the Dodd-
Frank Act primarily focuses on financial institutions, 
largely ignoring financial markets. I agree that financial 
institutions are its main focus. Nevertheless, by regu-
lating the largest financial institutions, the legislation 
indirectly regulates the financial markets. Institutions 
are the largest participants and, in many ways, the 
gatekeepers of much of the volume in markets. To use 

8 The latest draft can be found online here: http://ccmr-
ocrmc.ca/wp-content/uploads/cmsa-consultation-draft-
revised-en.pdf. 
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Schwarcz’s accurate phrase, financial institutions are 
“triggers and transmitters” of systemic risk.

Schwarcz points to another approach to regulate 
systemic risk: increased disclosure. Under U.S. securi-
ties laws, disclosing risks has traditionally been viewed 
as the primary mechanism for regulating financial mar-
kets. By reducing, if not eliminating, asymmetric infor-
mation among market players, the risks are transparent 
to all. Schwarcz notes that the Dodd-Frank Act focuses 
on improving disclosure. In Canada also, despite the 
fact that the federal CMSA has not been implemented, 
provincial securities law relies on disclosure, including 
with respect to asset-backed securities (ABS). Thus, the 
disclosure-based approach in Canada is similar to its 
U.S. counterpart. 

I agree that heightened disclosure may not be 
entirely effective at preventing systemic risk because 
many investors, even sophisticated investors, may not 
fully read and digest the relevant disclosure, especially 
complex disclosure relating to ABS. But a disclosure-
based system is the one we designed well before the 
most recent financial crisis. From a practical stand-
point, this is the system within which we must work—
and greater disclosure may indeed minimize systemic 
risk. Systemic risk emerges when excessive risks are 
taken to generate returns (perhaps due to overvaluation 
forcing investors to take on greater risk). Through 
enhanced disclosure, informed participants, however 
small that number may be, will not be buyers but sell-
ers, which could serve to cool the market and in turn 
reduce systemic risk.

Canada does not have upper limits on the size of 
financial institutions, perhaps reflecting Schwarcz’s 
view that as long as they are manageable, institu-
tions should have the freedom to expand to the size 
where they can compete successfully. Perhaps it is also 
recognized here that it would be incredibly difficult to 
measure and assess the optimal size of banks or what a 
“manageable” institution might be. Such an assessment 
presumably would require a separate set of stress tests 
on a more micro, perhaps operational, level of analysis, 
different from the purely financial and reserve-based 
analysis undertaken for current stress tests.

Schwarcz argues that managers of systemically 
important banks and other financial institutions 
(SIFIs) should have not only their traditional corporate 
governance duty but also a “public governance duty” 
to society. He casts the duty as one “not to engage in 
excessive risk-taking that could systemically harm the 
public.” His motivation appears to be that corporate 
law duties are insufficient to protect the public inter-
est ex ante because they bind the board and senior 
managers to take into account only the interests of the 
corporation as manifested in its various stakeholders, 
including shareholders. That is as true in Canada as 
it is in the United States. The governance of financial 
institutions is different from that of a public corpo-
ration—a claim that warrants further exploration on 
both sides of the border. 
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